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Abstrat

Flyover measurements with a phased array of mirophones extending over an area of

16 m by 16 m are reported. The 161 mirophone array was made possible by ombining

hardware from ONERA and DLR. In this investigation of the airframe noise of an Airbus

A340, the yover altitudes were between 90 m and 165 m. The data redution methods

for moving objets of DLR and ONERA are ompared. Some soure maps are shown

and disussed. It is demonstrated that nested arrays must be used for a study over a

wide frequeny range, and that omparisons of the noise maps between di�erent arrays

provide valuable information about the noise soures. The ONERA method is shown

to be a powerful data redution method based on a small number of mirophones while

the DLR method results in alias-free maps at the expense of a muh larger number of

mirophones.

Introdution

It is known from yover noise measurements with
single mirophones that airframe noise is a major on-
tributor to the noise emission of modern airraft dur-
ing their landing approah. The diretivity of the
airraft overall noise soure might be derived from this
measurement. However, the identi�ation and the on-
tribution of eah individual soure and its diretivity
an only be derived from yover tests with the help
of phased arrays of mirophones. DLR and ONERA
have both applied this tehnique to landing airraft
(Mihel et al.,1 Piet et al.,2 Mihel and Qiao3).

A yover test ampaign was performed with an Air-
bus A340, in the framework of the European Researh
Program RAIN (Chow et al.,4 Davy et al.5), to inves-
tigate the airframe noise soures for di�erent airraft
settings, from the airraft in the ruise on�guration
(\lean" airraft) to the omplete landing on�gura-
tion with all high-lift devies fully deployed and land-
ing gear down. To redue engine noise as muh as
possible, the engines were operated at ground idle set-
ting. Flyover altitudes in the order of 100 m to 150 m
were neessary for safety reasons and required a muh
larger array than ever used before by either of the part-
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ners. By ombining the hardware available at ONERA
and DLR it was possible to build a mirophone array
of 16 m by 16 m onsisting of 161 mirophones.
The priniple is �rst realled and the methods pre-

sented. Then, ight tests are introdued and typial
results are disussed in terms of array performane.

Soure loalization on a ying airraft

De-Dopplerized mirophone signals

The frequeny fe emitted by a tonal sound soure
on an airraft ying with a ight Mah number M is
related to the frequeny f observed on the ground by

f = fe Df (1)

with the de�nition of the Doppler fator,

Df = 1=(1�M os �e); (2)

where �e is the emission angle relative to the ight
diretion.
For a ight Mah number of M = 0:25, a tone on

the airraft is heard on the ground with a frequeny of
up to 1:33 f when the airraft approahes and as low
as 0:8 f after the airraft has passed by. This Doppler
frequeny shift ompliates the investigation of tones
and frequeny spetra emitted by the airraft with mi-
rophones on the ground. Another problem for the
analysis of the noise during an airraft yover is the
amplitude hange due to the variable distane of the
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airraft from the mirophones. By assuming a sin-
gle monopole soure and an ideal propagation, both
e�ets an be eliminated by a de-Dopplerization and
normalization of the mirophone signals aording to

pd(te) = p(te + �(te)) �(te)=�ref ; (3)

where te is the emission time of the sound wave at the
soure position whih must be known as a funtion of
time te, and p(te + �) is the signal of the mirophone
at the reeption time t = te + �(te). The propagation
time �(te) of the waves an be determined in quiesent
air with onstant sound speed  by

�(te) = r(te)=; (4)

where r(te) is the distane between the known moving
soure position and the mirophone on the ground at
the time of emission.
The expression �=�ref in Eq. (3) is equal to the ra-

tio of the atual distane r to a referene distane rref
in the ase of no wind. The time lag �(te) removes
the frequeny shift while the distane ratio r=rref re-
moves the inuene of the spherial attenuation of the
sound pressure due to the variable soure-mirophone
distane during an airraft yover.
A time series for the de-Dopplerized signal pd(te) has

to be determined by re-sampling the measured time se-
ries p(t) at the neessary time steps. The re-sampling
frequeny fs;e of the de-Dopplerized time series pd(te)
may be di�erent from the original sampling frequeny
fs of the mirophone signal p(t). However, a redution
of this frequeny is limited by the requirements of the
sampling theorem.

Interpolation errors

If the re-sampling is done by a linear interpolation
between the available samples, the original signal is
replaed by a polygon. The amplitude loss of a sine
wave depends on the ratio

f=fs = (fe=fs)Df ; (5)

where fs is the sampling frequeny of the original time
series. The highest possible amplitude losses are de-
sribed by

�SPLmax = 20 lg(os(�(f=fs))) (in dB): (6)

The average loss is assumed to be half this value.
Typial values are tabulated in Table 1. It an be
seen that for a sampling frequeny fs = 33:3 kHz of
the original time series, the error is negligible only for
frequenies f < 2 kHz whih means that the sampling

f=fs frequeny f of interest �SPLav
fs = 33:3 kHz fs = 20 kHz dB

1/3 11.1 kHz 6.7 kHz -3.0
1/4 8.3 kHz 5.0 kHz -1.5
1/5 6.7 kHz 4.0 kHz -0.9
1/6 5.6 kHz 3.3 kHz -0.6
1/7 4.8 kHz 2.9 kHz -0.5
1/8 4.2 kHz 2.5 kHz -0.3
1/10 3.3 kHz 2.0 kHz -0.2
1/16 2.1 kHz 1.3 kHz -0.1

Table 1 Average amplitude loss �SPLav due to
re-sampling by a linear interpolation.

frequeny should be 16 times the frequeny of inter-
est if linear interpolation is used. This error an be
redued by improving the interpolation method.

Due to the inuene of the emission angle on the
frequeny ratio f=fs aording to Eq. (5), the attenu-
ation will be larger in the forward ar than in the rear
ar.
The polygon approximation also inreases the noise

level of the interpolated signal as was shown by Howell
et al.6 They onlude that a fator f=fs = 1=4 must
be satis�ed.

Foused sound pressure of an aousti antenna

The loalization of sound soures in high-speed mo-
tion requires the use of an aousti antenna whih
onsists of an array of mirophones and an appropri-
ate signal-proessing software. It is indeed the only
loalization tool that an aommodate suh short ob-
servation times.
The array onsists ofN mirophones at the positions

(xi; yi; zi); i = 1; N and yields N mirophone signals
pi(t). These are digitized (at the time of reeption) and
stored for later data proessing. The sound pressure of
the aousti antenna (the loalization funtion), when
foused at a position (xe(te); ye(te); ze(te)), is given by
the sum of the de-Dopplerized signals of all N miro-
phones in the array.

pf (te) =

PN
i=1 pi(te + �ei)gi �ei=�refPN

i=1 gi
(7)

where pi(te + �ei) is the signal of mirophone i at the
time of reeption t = te + �ei and gi is a weighting
(spatial shading) fator of the mirophone signal in
the data analysis. The delays �ei(te) must be preisely
known for any possible soure loation on the moving
objet and any emission time te. In the ase of a ying
airraft, it has to be dedued from the available trak-
ing of the airraft using interpolations (both spatial
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and temporal). The quality of the results depends on
the auray of the de-Dopplerization.

For the ase of a single monopole soure in the as-
sumed foal position, the result of Eq. (7) is equal
to the sound pressure of a single mirophone in the
referene distane rref = �ref=.

Foused narrow-band frequeny spetra in the
time domain

Generally one is not interested in the sound pres-
sure aording to Eq. (7) but in the averaged mean-
square sound pressure or its power spetrum Wpp(fe).
This an be determined with Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT) from the foused pressure pf (te) in Eq. (7),

Wpp(fe) =
1

M

MX

m=1

Pm � P �

m; (8)

where Pm is the disrete omplex frequeny spetrum
of the foused sound pressure pf (te) for a time segment
m and P �

m is its onjugate omplex. The averaged
power spetrum is omputed from M overlapped time
segments distributed over the averaging time T .

Despite the de-Dopplerization and distane normal-
ization in Eqs. (3) and (7), the sound-pressure signal
is not stationary random beause the emission angle
hanges with time during a yover. Therefore, the
averaging time T has to be kept rather short, whih
limits the statistial stability of the results.

Beam pattern, side lobes and aliases

In the ase of a single moving monopole soure, the
loalization funtion (Eq. (8)) reahes its maximum
value when the fous is loated at the position of the
soure. If the sound-pressure level is plotted as a fun-
tion of the distane between foal position and atual
soure position we obtain the beam pattern of the an-
tenna. The beam width is generally de�ned where the
sound-pressure level has dereased by 3 dB in ompar-
ison to the peak level and is proportional to the ratio
of the produt of the wave length � and the distane of
the soure from the array over the size s of the array
as seen from the soure.

Sine the observed frequeny f is higher (and the
wave length � smaller) for small emission angles �e
(forward ar) than for large angles (see Eq. (1)), the
beam width is smaller in the forward ar than in the
rear ar of a ying airraft. This dependene on emis-
sion angle is illustrated in Fig. 1 with a simulation of
a moving sinusoidal point soure. The array onsists
of 41 mirophones in a ross layout, equal to the 8 m
by 8 m array of ONERA.

Fig. 1 Inuene of emission angle on the beam
width for a tone of f = 1000 Hz moving with a
ight speed of 80 m/s at an altitude of 100 m.

The foused sound-pressure level will not derease
ontinuously with inreasing distane between fous
and soure but will exhibit seondary peaks, alled
side lobes and aliases. Side-lobes are a result of the
limited size of the mirophone array and their pat-
tern depends on the mirophone arrangements and the
hoie of the weighting fators. Side lobes an be seen
in the beam patterns for 60 and 90Æ in Fig. 1.
Spatial aliases are a onsequene of the insuÆ-

ient spatial disretization of the aousti �eld by the
array. Aliases limit the upper frequeny that an be re-
solved with regularly spaed mirophone arrays. The
maximum usable frequeny of an array for an airraft
yover is de�ned by

fmax =
ze

l�x
; (9)

where ze is the yover altitude, �x the mirophone
separation and l the airraft size. Some results are
shown in Table 2.

ze �x fmax
(m) (m) (Hz)
120 0.8 850
120 0.4 1700
120 0.2 3400
100 0.8 708
100 0.4 1417
100 0.2 2833

Table 2 Maximum frequeny fmax (Eq. (9)) of
a line array as funtion of soure distane ze and
mirophone spaing �x (airraft size l = 60 m).

The loalization methods of ONERA and DLR

ONERA uses a method desribed by Elias7 for a
redution of the side lobes in ross arrays onsisting
of two line arrays. The proedure results in a good
two-dimensional loalization with a small number of
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mirophones.8 Nested arrays are required to over a
large frequeny range.

DLR uses a planar array with non-regular miro-
phone loations whih redue the level of aliases sub-
stantially at the expense of a larger mirophone num-
ber. Eq. (8) is used for the analysis. Experiene
with these arrays has shown that a non-regular mi-
rophone distribution does not eliminate the need of
using smaller arrays for higher frequenies. Therefore,
nested arrays are required independently of the used
mirophone layout.

Loalization maps and interpretation

Presentation of results in the form of maps

The soure distribution on the airraft an be stud-
ied with the help of olor oded maps reated by
alulating the foused frequeny spetra on a grid
inluding the possible positions (supposed to �t in a
plane) of the soures on the airraft. The array depth-
of-fous (ability to disriminate soures depth-wise) is
poor, so soures will (fortunately) be deteted even if
they are not exatly in the fous plane. Beause of the
frequeny dependene of the beam width, the maps
have to be alulated separately for eah frequeny in
narrow bands whih may then be added to one-third
otave bands.

Array intrinsi properties

The interpretation of loalization maps in the pres-
ene of extended soures is a matter of disussion
even in stati ases (Sen9). The foused beam-forming
method limitations are briey realled here.

This method assumes that the soure is a point
monopole while real soures might be extended, partly
or totally orrelated, and diretive.

As mentioned earlier, in the ideal ase of a single
monopolar soure, the array pattern has a main beam
(the width of whih mainly depends on the ratio of
array size over the distane of the soures and on the
angle of observation) and side lobes.

The position of the loalization estimator maximum
on the map indiates the true soure position, unless
the soure is not in the fous plane. In that ase, a
parallax error is possible. The estimator maximum
value reets the soure amplitude, in the ase of an
ideal propagation.

In all ases, the map is a onvolution of the beam
pattern with the soure distribution. In the situa-
tion of several point or line soures, the indiated
soure amplitude in eah position is inuened by the-
oretially all other soures. Only for point soures
suÆiently distant from one another (with respet to

the beam-width), we an onlude that the position
of the maximum is almost orret and that the indi-
ated strength is independent of the beam-width and
orret.
For real soures, the maps show several soure

areas, more or less extended, with multiple maxima,
depending on both the beam pattern and the spatial
extend of the soure. The beam-forming method
is robust, i.e., even in these ases, the maps give
soure positions and a soure ranking, provided the
beam width is small enough. However, a simple
interpretation of a soure loated at eah maximum
and with an identi�ed amplitude is not possible any
more : levels are not absolute and espeially the map
annot be interpreted as an aousti density map.
The soure position may be biased in the ase of
non-monopole soures. This may be espeially true
for spinning modes from the engine inlet or the nozzle.

Alternative solutions ompared to beam-forming
were proposed in stati ases, either by deonvolution
of the beam pattern on the results or by the use of a
multipole soure model (Mosher,10 Varnier et al.11).
These methods have not been applied to ight tests
yet, beause of the motion and Doppler e�et indued,

E�et of airraft motion

With the airraft high-speed motion, the situation is
further ompliated by the Doppler-shifted frequeny
(see Fig. 1) and by the fast hange in the beam-width
of the loalization funtion with the geometri pa-
rameters (distane and angle between fous point and
mirophone).
Soure diretivity e�ets an be studied by omput-

ing the maps for di�erent emission angles. The array
performane is best when the soures are vertially
above the array (90Æ) while map alulations for higher
or lower angle values su�er from a deterioration of ar-
ray performane (beam width, parallax e�ets...).
Moreover, new problems have to be dealt with,

regarding the experimental situation, espeially the
propagation media and the statistial analysis of the
results beause of the short observation times. This
will be briey disussed in the last setion.

Appliation to ight tests

The Airbus A340 test airraft performed spei�
ights dediated to airframe noise measurement on
September 29th and Otober 9th, 1998. It ew above
the DLR-ONERA array of mirophones with several
ombinations of di�erent slat-and-ap and landing-
gear settings, in an airspeed-range typial of the usual
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landing-approah situation. The test site was loated
on the extended enterline of the runway of Tarbes air-
port. This allowed the pilots to y above the array at
altitudes between 90 and 165 meters depending on the
safety margin required.

De�nition of the mirophone arrays

A total of 161 ondenser measuring mirophones
were installed (1/4 inh model). ONERA's 81 mi-
rophones were distributed in three ross-shaped sub-
arrays of homotheti sizes of 16, 8 and 4 meters and
mirophone spaings of 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 meters, re-
spetively. The largest sub-array was devoted to the
lowest frequenies and therefore named \Very Low Fre-
queny" (VLF) array, and the other two, respetively,
"Low Frequeny" and "High Frequeny" arrays.

DLR used an array onsisting of the 41 mirophones
of the smallest ONERA array and 80 additional non-
regularly positioned mirophones, whih were onen-
trated near the enter yielding an e�etively slightly
smaller size than the smallest ONERA array. It is
alled the Very High Frequeny (VHF) array.

The four sub-arrays altogether over the frequeny
range from 400 Hz up to 8 kHz with a spatial reso-
lution enabling the separation of the expeted main
soures from one another. An investigation for fre-
quenies lower than 400 Hz would require arrays of an
even greater size. The analysis of the highest one-third
otave band of 10 kHz is of minor importane beause
the sound-pressure level is redued onsiderably by at-
mospheri absorption.

The spatial resolution of the hosen arrays is shown
in Table 3 for a yover altitude of 120 m and an
emission angle of 90Æ. The very-low frequeny array
(size 16 m) is well suited for the 800-1600 Hz range
with a resolution between 1.0 m and 1.9 m. The low-
frequeny array (size 8 m) has the same performane
between 1600 Hz and 3150 Hz, the high-frequeny ar-
ray (size 4 m) from 3150 Hz to 6300 Hz, and the
very-high frequeny array from 4000 Hz to 8000 Hz.

The array is shown in Fig. 2. The mirophones were
installed on wooden plates. The spae between the
edges of the plates and the ground was �lled with sand
to redue aousti sattering.

The mirophones were mounted with their axes ori-
ented perpendiularly to the ight-path at grazing
inidene. Their membranes were assumed to be lo-
ated in the reetion plane resulting in a doubling of
the sound pressure. However, this requirement is not
satis�ed for very high frequenies, resulting in under-
estimated sound-pressure levels.

The loations of nine mirophones were measured by

f s b
(Hz) (m) (m)
200 16 7.7
400 16 3.8
800 16 1.9
1600 16 1.0
1600 8 1.9
3150 8 1.0
3150 4 1.9
6300 4 1.0
4000 3 1.9
8000 3 1.0

Table 3 Beam width b of a line array for various
frequenies f and array sizes s for an altitude ze =

120 m of the fous and an emission angle of � = 90
Æ.

Fig. 2 Array of mirophones. Flight-path is from
left foreground to right bakground.

Airbus Frane using stati D-GPS, with a relative a-
uray estimated to 1 m. The position of the wooden
plates was aurately adjusted so that the loations
of the other mirophones were dedued from the �rst
nine.

Data aquisition and redution

Data aquisition

The mirophone signals were ampli�ed between 10
and 40 dB. These signals and the IRIG ode derived
from the GPS time (for the later synhronization with
the traking) were digitized at 33.333 kHz with a 16-bit
resolution using a DLR aquisition system with a total
of 192 analog input hannels. Total sampling duration
was 10 seonds resulting in a �le size of 122 MB for
eah yover.
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Airraft ight-path information

Airbus Frane implemented the airraft D-GPS
traking and provided after the tests the traking of
four points on the airraft as a funtion of UTC time.
The airraft lateral deviation and altitude above the
array are de�ned by the loation of the main landing
gear respetively to the enter of the array.

Statistial analysis of signal

Random-type soures, supposedly stationary in the
moving frame, have to be haraterized statistially
by using averages of the foused signal spetra. The
averaging time has to be as large as possible to keep
the statistial unertainty small. However, this time
is limited in an airraft yover whih does not exeed
a few seonds. In addition, the sound emission of the
soures might hange with the emission angle whih
also requires to keep the variation of the observation
angle low during the averaging proess.

Furthermore, there is a another risk in averaging
the maps over a very wide solid angle. Indeed, most
of the unertainties (espeially on the soure position)
mentioned later depend on the emission angle. Con-
sequently, a point soure seen with a position bias
(parallax), that would have its \apparent" loation
varying too muh ompared to the beam-width over
the integration angle would end-up being underesti-
mated.

For these reasons, the maps are omputed for time
frames of about 0.5 seonds in whih the emission angle
hanges between 15 and 20Æ depending on airspeed and
altitude.

These parameters, as will be detailed further, yield
only 10 to 12 statistially independent bloks. This has
the onsequene of a high statistial unertainty for a
small bandwidth analysis (narrow-band or one-third
otave bands with very low frequenies). However, for
wider frequeny bands, suh as one-third otave bands
at frequenies above 1 kHz, the statistial error is muh
redued.

Re-sampling for the de-Dopplerized time series

As explained in the beginning, the signals have to
be de-Dopplerized by re-sampling the original time
series with a onstant sampling frequeny in the frame
of the moving fous position.

DLR (for the very high frequeny array) used a
re-sampling frequeny of 25600 Hz, where it was as-
sumed that the moving soure did not emit signals
above 12.8 kHz or that these high frequenies were suf-

�iently attenuated by atmospheri absorption. FFTs
were performed with time segments onsisting of 1024
samples, yielding frequeny spetra with a frequeny
step size of 25 Hz. The total length of the time series
was 12288 samples with 12 statistially independent
time segments yielding an averaging time of 0.48 se-
onds.

The amplitude redution due to linear interpolation
is shown in Table 4 for �ve emission frequenies and
the three emission angles 60Æ, 90Æ and 120Æ. The
frequenies f at reeption time that determine the
errors aording to Table 1 are alulated for a yover
with a Mah number M = 0:25.

fe �SPLav (dB)
(kHz) �e = 60Æ �e = 90Æ �e = 120Æ

3.15 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2
4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2
5 -0.7 -0.5 -0.4
6.3 -1.1 -0.8 -0.6
8 -1.8 -1.4 -1.1

Table 4 Inuene of emission angle �e on the in-
terpolation error during the de-Dopplerization for
a ight Mah number of 0.25 and a sampling fre-
queny of 33.333 kHz (DLR data redution).

ONERA, onerned with the lower frequenies,
hose a lower re-sampling rate of 20 kHz and a time
series of 10240 samples yielding 10 statistially inde-
pendent time segments of 1024 samples with an aver-
aging time of 0.51 seond. The original signal with the
sampling frequeny of fs = 33:3 kHz was �rst low-pass
�ltered at 20 kHz with a digital �lter. The resulting
signal was then re-sampled at 20 kHz in the reeption
time frame during the de-Dopplerization proess. This
resulted in further amplitude redutions not presented
here, that disabled obtaining maps at 8 kHz for 60Æ.

The amplitude loss due to re-sampling was not or-
reted in the results.

Soure haraterization limitations

The goal of the array analysis is to determine the
loations and evaluate the \strength" hierarhy of the
sound soures on the airraft. The intrinsi array
properties were introdued in the �rst setion and
apply here, leading to di�erent performanes depend-
ing on the spei� yover and the observation angle.
Moreover, the airraft motion (with the Doppler e�et
indued) and the propagation medium harateristis
(beause of the large distanes involved) ompliate
the task.

The soure loations an be determined with
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great on�dene, although some bias error may our,
generally emphasized in the forward and rear ars, es-
peially with parallax e�ets.

- The wind speed shifts the apparent loation of the
sound soures.

- The wind and temperature gradients yield urved
aousti rays between soures and mirophones
and lead to soure position distortions.

- The traking of the airraft is not perfet, �rstly
beause the D-GPS and ight parameters may
have a bias, seondly beause the wings bend up-
wards in ight.

The situation is muh more diÆult onerning the
soure strength, beause these limitations add-up to
those inherent to the beam-forming in the presene of
real extended soures.

- Among the propagation e�ets, the (i) atmo-
spheri absorption along the propagation path
and the (ii) oherene losses between mirophones
due to sound di�usion by turbulene or other spu-
rious e�et.

- The Doppler-shifted frequeny introduing dis-
repanies in the atmospheri damping and in the
beam-width over the observation angle.

- The spatial oherene within the soure region.

- The mirophones are mounted with grazing ini-
dene rather than ush in the surfae. Therefore,
the membranes are not preisely loated in the
reetion plane.

- The data proessing : linear interpolation of the
signals yields an amplitude loss at high frequen-
ies.

Results and disussion

Results presented in this artile aim to illustrate ar-
ray properties and the performane of the loalization
method. It is therefore not foused on airraft aerody-
nami noise harateristis.
The reproduibility of the de-Dopplerized spetra

and the map levels for ights with idential on�gura-
tion and similar yover altitudes was generally (aston-
ishingly) quite good.

De-Dopplerized narrow-band spetra

As a omplement to the loalization maps, we
omputed the average of the de-Dopplerized narrow-
band spetra of eah individual sensor on the array
for all yovers and the three emission angles 60, 90
and 120Æ. The averaging over many mirophones
inreases the statistial stability of the results. Unlike

the loalization estimator, there is no beam-forming
and the \averaged de-Dopplerized spetra" reets
the average sound emission over the surfae of the
array. It provides a good indiator of the aousti
harateristis of the yover, allows the identi�ation
of emission levels and reveals the presene of tones.

An example of de-Dopplerized narrow-band spe-
tra for a yover with slats and aps extended, but
landing gear retrated is shown in Fig. 3. Here,
the radiation is generally broadband and the power
of the few narrow-band peaks is almost negligible.
Radiation to the rear (120Æ) is higher than into the
forward ar for high frequenies despite the fat that
the Doppler-ampli�ation due to the airraft motion
is not orreted in any of the results. Spetra, whih
are usually given for a referene observation distane
(120 m), are here presented with an arbitrary relative
sale.

frequency (Hz)
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B
)

0 2500 5000 7500 10000

θ = 120
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θ = 60

1
0

d
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Fig. 3 De-Dopplerized narrow-band spetra of the
slat-and-ap-only ase for the three emission angles
60, 90 and 120Æ (relative sale).

In ase the de-Dopplerized spetra ontain strong
peaks, related to tonal noise soures, narrow-band
maps are then investigated to identify the loations
of these soures.

Inuene of array size and geometry on maps

The results for the ampaign showed that in some
ases maps ould be obtained up to 10 kHz. Spa-
tial resolution is related to main geometri parameters
suh as the array size and the soure-array distane.
Unlike for stati situations, the soure-array distanes
are generally not idential for di�erent yovers. This
leads to di�erent performane and indues, in the pres-
ene of extended soures, hanges in their \apparent
levels". Plots are presented in olor with levels (in dB)
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Fig. 4 Maps for a landing-gear only on�gura-
tion test, in a low-frequeny one-third otave band
in the forward ar of emission (�e = 60

Æ). The
LF array enables the separation of the entral-gear
soure whereas the HF array integrates the levels
beause of its larger beam-width.

normalized to the maximum value found on the map.
In the ase of a two- or three-map �gure, a ommon
sale will enable a level omparison : then, there is
only one olor sale bar in the right margin (Figures
4, 5, 7 and 9).

Let us take the example of a yover ahieved with
landing gears down only, at an airspeed of 180 knots
(see Fig. 4). The same proessing is applied to LF
and HF arrays, for the forward ar of emission (so
both arrays \see" the same soure in the same time
frame1). The spatial resolution doubling between both
arrays leads to the ability of the larger array to sepa-
rate soures from both main gears and even with the
entral gear. On ontrary, the smaller array map is
more integrated over the area. Note that the soures
at the front left and front right orners for the LF
array map are aliases of the main gear soures (the
arms of the array are oriented at 45Æ with respet to
the fuselage). The shift of the found soure position,
downstream the landing gear loation is due to the re-
sulting parallax beause the soure is observed in its
forward ar of emission.

Furthermore, the larger value in the soure \appar-
ent" level for the smaller array (with the larger beam
width) indiates the situation of distributed soures.
Theoretially, a linear distribution of soures with on-
stant strength would yield an inrease of 3 dB for the
smaller array, a similar planar distribution of soures
would yield an inrease of 6 dB. This is only true when
the soure extension is muh larger than the array spa-
tial resolution. In our ase, it an be onluded that
main-gear soures do not appear as point soures to
the larger array. A way to get a rough estimate of the

1There is, though, a slight di�erene in the solid angle of ob-
servation, that might a�et the maps in the ase of very diretive
phenomena.

Fig. 5 Maps for a low frequeny (�e = 90
Æ) for

a slat-and-ap extended on�guration ; Compari-
son of the LF (left) and HF (right) arrays. The
LF array disriminates the slat soures from those
downstream the outboard left engine.
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Fig. 6 Slat-and-ap on�guration. Comparison of
HF (left) and VHF (right) array maps for a high
frequeny, �e = 90

Æ. The HF array has a slightly
better resolution but is more disturbed by side
lobes, suh as on the fuselage.

\strength"of eah landing gear soure is to integrate
over eah area : this might be ahieved by reduing
the array size until the beam-width is wide enough
and the maximal value is stable.
The airraft altitude has a similar e�et. A doubling

in the array-soure distane indues a doubling in the
array spatial resolution. For the ase of distributed
soures, whih is the atual ase, this yields higher
sound-pressure levels in the maps obtained for higher
yovers.

Figs. 5 and 6 also illustrate this property of arrays
with di�erent sizes, for a slat-and-ap on�guration.
However, in this situation where soures are muh
more extended ompared to the very \loalized" ar-
eas in the landing-gear ase, the level derivation from
the map is not possible.
The spatial resolution an also be inuened by the

shading of the mirophone signals (fators gi in Eq.
(7)). An example is shown in Fig. 7. A uniform
shading was used in the map on the left side while
the weighting of the inner mirophones was redued
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Fig. 7 Comparison of VHF array maps in a very-
high frequeny band, obtained with two di�erent
shadings in the ase of a landing on�guration (�e =
90

Æ).

in the map on the right side. The improved spatial
resolution on the right side is o�set by a derease of
dynami range of the analysis.

Angle of observation and soure diretivity

Figure 9 presents the maps in the three diretions
of investigation for a ap-extended only on�guration.
All three maps are normalized to the same maximum
value, to allow a \soure level" omparison. The
higher levels notied at 60Æ (forward ar of emission),
with the onventions of normalization applied (and as-
suming that all spurious e�ets are orreted), would
indiate that at this frequeny the sound level per-
eived on the ground is higher in the forward ar.
While ap only is extended, the engine inlets do on-
tribute substantially to the overall level. Soures in
the rear ar of emission are emphasized behind the en-
gines. The interpretation is here more diÆult when
it omes to separate the inuene of engine and ap
noise : the spatial resolution is lower in this diretion
(as mentioned in Fig. 1 , the Doppler e�et indues
hanges in the spatial resolution). The wake behind
the wing, the gears and the engines modify the rear
ar sound propagation, possibly induing higher di�u-
sion e�ets.
The ap soures, in this ase appear diretive to

the forward ar. However, this �nding should be
ross-heked with the averaged de-Dopplerized spe-
tra, beause of the inherent unertainties of the levels
in loalization maps.

Example of a map at high frequeny

An example of a map at 8 kHz with the VHF array
is shown in Fig. 8. For very high frequenies, the dy-
nami range is redued so that the main soures only
an be identi�ed. Moreover, the other fators men-
tioned also a�et the absolute levels and even map
omparisons between di�erent angles or yovers. The
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Fig. 8 Loalization map obtained with the VHF
array at 8 kHz. Though the dynami range is
smaller than at lower frequenies, the main soures
an still be identi�ed.

main limitation to high-frequeny maps is the digitiza-
tion dynamis on one side, and the propagation atten-
uation and di�usion on the other side. The digitization
of only 16 bits does not allow a proper investigation of
the very high frequeny omponents beause they are
extremely weak ompared to lower frequenies. The
e�ets of attenuation due to atmospheri absorption
by water vapor, oxygen and nitrogen inrease strongly
with the frequeny. Corretions were not applied here,
but should be applied espeially if weather onditions
are not stable during the ight test ampaign. The
orretion proess appears quite triky here, sine this
attenuation is both dependent on frequeny and dis-
tane, therefore depending on the observation angle
beause of the Doppler e�et. Finally, it must be men-
tioned that no orretion is applied for the inuenes
of wind and temperature pro�les, sine this would �rst
require a preise measurement of them and also a mod-
i�ation of the propagation ode used.

Conlusions

The phased mirophone array is shown to be a pow-
erful tool for loalizing the sound soures on ying
airraft. A good spatial resolution at low frequenies
requires either low yover altitudes or large arrays. It
is demonstrated that the use of large arrays in on-
netion with high yover altitudes is possible. An ad-
vantage of higher altitudes is that the integration time
available for a narrow-band analysis is longer. Though,
propagation over larger distanes imply higher e�ets
of turbulene di�usion, oherene losses on the signals,
so that a yover altitude of about 100 meters is a good
ompromise.
The study showed that nested arrays must be used

for good loalization over a large frequeny range.
The largest array with a size of 16 m made it possible
to separate the soures on the main landing gear down
to 500 Hz. A doubling of this size seems to be possible
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Fig. 9 Loalization maps at 60, 90 and 120Æ in a one-third otave band in the low frequeny domain for
a ap-only on�guration.

for the analysis of lower frequenies. The smallest
array had a suÆient dynami range to loalize the
dominating noise soures at 8 kHz.

The investigation of the strengths of the noise
soures is a muh more diÆult task than of their
loations beause the alulated levels for soure dis-
tributions depend on many parameters, suh as

- array performane related to geometry (angles,
distane, array layout and size),

- soure harateristis (spatial extent, diretivity,
oherene within the soure region...),

- propagation (attenuation, atmospheri turbu-
lene...),

- the Doppler-shifted frequeny and its e�ets on
other fators,

- the signal proessing (mirophone shading, the in-
terpolation method in the de-Dopplerization pro-
ess...),

- the mirophones (size, distane of mirophone
membranes from the reeting surfae...)

Hene, qualitative information an be derived from
loalization maps, and in some spei� ases quanti-
tative data an be assessed : for example when om-
paring soures of idential extension seen with equal
array performane, or when they are perfetly spa-
tially separated. A quantitative assessment of noise
soures would require a perfet estimation of all ef-
fets involved, and furthermore the possible use of a
multi-pole soure model instead of the monopole one
used here.
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